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Worldclass support – 
everywhere, every day
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Liebherr Mining Network
With a truly global network composed 
of Liebherr affiliates and exclusive rep-
resentatives, Liebherr’s worldwide pre-
sence enables the highest level of service 
support regardless of the location of the 
equipment. Using advanced forecasting 
techniques and in-depth knowledge of 
regional populations, Liebherr service 
centers ensure that customers always 
have timely access to spare parts.

Service engineering support
Machines and components reliabil-
ity data are collected and monitored 
through the Liebherr maintenance man-
agement system. Liebherr’s sales divi-
sion, service organization and product 
engineering groups provide fast and 
proactive support over the lifetime of the 
machine, which is mutually beneficial for 
all involved.

Complete training programs
The Liebherr Mining Training System pro-
vides blended training sessions for op-
erator and maintenance staff to encour-
age productive, cost-effective and safe 
mining operation. The Liebherr Mining 
Training System employs online learning 
programs, factory and on-site sessions 
and simulator training.

As a global mining solutions provider, Liebherr is more than a mining equipment  
manufacturer. Ensuring dialogue with each machine owner, Liebherr provides tai-
lored assistance to customer specific projects and site requirements.
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Liebherr Troubleshoot Advisor

Liebherr continues to develop more than 1000 troubleshooting guides which in-
clude more than 1500 images and videos for the full range of Liebherr Mining 
products, from the R 9100 to the R 9800 hydraulic excavators, and from the T  264 
to the T  284 haul trucks. The Liebherr Troubleshoot Advisor System contains 
trusted supports and services to keep your Liebherr Mining equipment running.

Complete troubleshoot 
knowledge base
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Liebherr Troubleshoot Advisor System
The Liebherr Troubleshoot Advisor System is an online applica-
tion that analyzes machinery failures. It allows the user to check 
every problem and gives direct links to support articles with 
instructions for solving the identified problem. Using the Trou-
bleshoot Advisor can divide the time to troubleshoot a problem 
by up to 5, increasing with failure complexity.

Easy-to-fix procedure
In order to make it easier for users, the platform has been built 
with easy navigation to find a problem and solution within three 
clicks. The user requires no prior computer skills. The interface 
offers users easy-to-follow, step-by-step procedures to resolve 
the problem. 

Reduce Mean Time to Repair (MTTR)
The experienced technicians who design Liebherr equipment 
and train service personnel from a global network to support 
supplier systems and components. This network can yield 
significant cost reductions in mean time to repair (MTTR). 
Technicians can easily identify and eliminate a problem. The 
combination of a system populated from field feedback data 
and artificial intelligence can calculate failure rate probability. 
This alignment of algorithms and corrective actions leads to 
faster and easier restoration and repair. 

Share our experience with our customers
To achieve an effective and efficient tool, Liebherr develops all 
technical procedures by combining the experiences from the 
feedback of the on-site technicians and our engineering de-
partment.
The final result is a complete tool which uses the latest tech-
nologies to share knowledge acquired from more than 20 years 
of experience.

Advanced Artificial Intelligence
The system is based on technologies that allows for both easy 
control, and high functionality to solve complex problems using 
knowledge based engineering. This method has been proven 
effective in the medical and aerospace industries for diagnosing 
diseases and to easily and quickly resolve technical problems.
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Latest Technical Information

Access to Liebherr Troubleshoot Advisor data is available at your fingertips via the 
online portal – anytime, anywhere. Reports, procedures, breakdowns solutions and 
more let you quickly view activities, and monitor a problem toward solution. When 
used with compatible devices, you can connect and contact with our dedicated team,  
wirelessly upload your needs and more.

Stay up-to-date 
with the online functionalities
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Get the most benefit
Every week our dedicated team adds new content to improve 
the functionalities and adapt the guides throughout the lifecycle 
of a product. Images, videos and technical descriptions are 
always being developed to create a more thorough, powerful, 
and efficient database.

Minimize downtime by maximizing 
troubleshooting efficiency
There is no need to waste time or resources! Information is 
efficiently organized in the Liebherr Troubleshoot Advisor. The 
system offers a wide range of possibilities to detect, under-
stand and resolve problems. The process is simple: connect, 
indicate the problem, and let the application search resolu-
tions. In addition to the problem resolution guidelines, the plat-
form allows users the opportunity to contact Liebherr’s team 
for assistance.

Consistently tracked performance data
Liebherr's dedicated team of engineers, technicians, and de-
velopers follow up with users to make sure that their problems 
are resolved effectively and efficiently. Their work with users 
allows them to make the best updates and upgrades, which 
ensures the best services at any time.
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Enable your workforce 
to troubleshoot as our best expert

The Troubleshoot Advisor mobile app puts the power of Liebherr Mining's 
problem resolution expertise in the palm of your hand anywhere in the world.

Complete database 
in your pocket
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Optimized for smartphone
The app uses many functionalities from your smartphone to 
speed up the troubleshooting. Take a photo of the compo-
nent, explain your issue with the Liebherr Troubleshoot Advi-
sor app and benefit directly from engineering support to fix 
your trouble. 

Multi-Support platform
Using the most common platform, the Liebherr Troubleshoot 
Advisor app is compatible with all devices using Windows 
Phone (soon available on Android and iOS). From your office 
to the ground, you can navigate the software by touching the 
screen in compliance with the latest technologies.
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24/7 Technical Follow Up

With a catalogue of more than 5000 solutions provided, the Liebherr Troubleshoot 
Advisor  is a complete data base, allowing customers to find solutions to techni-
cal problems. In order to improve and add content for users, this library of data is 
coupled with constant monitoring by our dedicated team.

More than 5000 
potential solutions
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Instant response
More than a diagnostic tool, the Liebherr Troubleshoot Advisor 
offers a complete guide of product descriptions from which 
users can find the answers to their product-related questions. 
The online version has an additional feedback solution feature 
which allows contact with our dedicated Liebherr team.

Problem solving for any situation
Our support team tracks all field reports, and from this infor-
mation the system is populated daily to provide users with the 
most efficient and up-to-date solutions.

Liebherr workforce knowledge share
The Liebherr Mining Troubleshoot Advisor is currently support-
ing the field service teams in more than 20 countries world-
wide. This global network allows us to provide troubleshooting 
knowledge in order to support the technicians and to stand-
ardize diagnostic processes.

Access directly to the latest technical documentation Contact a service support via the Troubleshoot Advisor



Wide Product Range
The Liebherr Group is one of the largest construction equipment 
manufacturers in the world. Liebherr’s high-value products and 
services enjoy a high reputation in many other fields. The wide 
range includes domestic appliances, aerospace and trans-
portation systems, machine tools and maritime cranes.

Exceptional Customer Benefit
Every product line provides a complete range of models in many 
different versions. With both their technical excellence and 
acknowledged quality, Liebherr products offer a maximum of 
customer benefits in practical application.

State-of-the-art Technology
To provide consistent, top quality products, Liebherr attaches 
great importance to each product area, its components and 
core technologies. Important modules and components are 
developed and manufactured in-house, for instance the entire 
drive and control technology for construction equipment.

Worldwide and Independent
Hans Liebherr founded the Liebherr family company in 1949. 
Since that time, the enterprise has steadily grown to a group of 
more than 130 companies with over 41,000 employees located 
on all continents. The corporate headquarters of the Group is 
Liebherr-International AG in Bulle, Switzerland. The Liebherr 
family is the sole owner of the company.

www.liebherr.com

 
The Liebherr Group of Companies

Liebherr-Mining Equipment Colmar SAS
49 rue Frédéric Hartmann, FR-68025 Colmar Cedex
 +33 369 49 20 00, Fax +33 369 49 23 18
www.liebherr.com, E-Mail: info.lec@liebherr.com
www.facebook.com/LiebherrMining
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Liebherr Mining Equipment Newport News Co.
4100 Chestnut Avenue, Newport News, VA 23607, USA
 +1 (757) 245 5251, Fax +1 (757) 928 8755
www.liebherr.us, E-Mail: info.lme@liebherr.com
www.facebook.com/LiebherrMining


